
20.09.2021 to 23.09.21

A 3-night lifestyle retreat co-created for you to
immerse yourself in the power of nature and connect

with like minded beings through magical experiences. 

HUMAN NATURE
An Exclusive Retreat in collaboration

with Kathleen Booyse, Dean Laprini and Milq + Honey
 



NURTURE 
WITH NATURE

A powerful signature workshop
that introduces you to our local
plant life and the indigenous
healing practices that support our
energetic, emotional and physical
bodies. This has been tailored to
this retreat and promises to be a
magical introduction to ancient
and indigenous healing practices.

A wellbeing orientated 
plant-based workshop



Over the past years Milq + Honey have
co-created many magical experiences
out in nature many of which have been at
Planet Xancara.

For this particular retreat they have re-
imagined x3 signature experiences to
create a magical journey that will connect
you to the land during the most beautiful
time of year on the West Coast. The shear
beauty of all the flowers is a retreat unto
itself.

FLOWER 
SEASON
Flower season has
never looked this good.



BREATH WORK 
+ PLANTS 

Breath is our thread of life. It is the
Prana and life force that runs
through us. During these sessions
you will explore powerful practices
that are known to reducing stress,
to reducing inflammation, and
alkalizing your blood PH levels.

A magical morning ritual



Practices such as Yoga asana teach us how to
connect body signals to emotions & become
sensitive to determine what action to take to
promote comfort within the body, mind & soul.
Our bodies are constantly communicating to
us what it is we need, we just need to listen. 

MOVEMENT 
+ MEDICINE
Connect to nature 
with yoga, dance 
and breath.



The lymphatic system is a crucial part of your immune
system. Now more than ever we need to make sure
that we are aiding our bodies to be strong, vital and in
homeostatic state as much as possible. Our lymphatic
system requires movement and there are certain
movements that are very effective - this is what we will
explore during this session. 

LYMPH 
CLEANSING
PRACTICE
Aiding our bodies to be strong,
vital and in homeostatic state.



Dean Liprini is a Sacred Sites researcher and geomancer
(earth diviner) who grew up on the Lower Slopes of Table
Mountain in Cape Town, South Africa. He has more than 27
years full time experience in this field and has authored a
book entitled “Pathways of the Sun – Unveiling the Mysteries
of Table Mountain and Beyond”, published 2006.

For this retreat, Dean will be taking you to some of the most
sacred sites on the West Coast and sharing with us the
ancient and forgotten knowledge of the indigenous peoples
of our land.

SACRED SITES
EXPERIENCES
With Dean Laprini.



NATURAL FOODS
The healthiest meals to 
 support our journey.
It's no secret that the food is one of the most
important sources of energy. The type of food
you eat, influences your mind, body and spirit.
It is for this reason we place a lot of focus on
the food we serve at our retreats. Our foods are
organic where possible and meals have been
designed to support the journey.



MONDAY

TUESDAY

DAY 1 - 2

Arrival, Welcome drinks, Settle In
Tea Time with Socialising + Snacks
Dinner
Opening Circle + Tea Ceremony

13h00:
15h00:         
18h30: 
19h30: 

Sunrise
08h00:
10h00:
14h00:
16h00:
19h00:

Sunrise Greeting
Breath work + Davids Root Session
Brunch
Nurture with Nature Workshop (w. Kelly)
Movement + Medicine (w. Kathleen)
Dinner



WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

DAY 3 - 4

Sunrise:
08h00:
10h00:
13H00
18h00
20h15
20h30

Sunrise Greeting
Lymph Cleansing Practice
Breakfast
Lunch
Earth Ceremony (w. Dean)
Moonrise Ceremony (w. Dean)
Dinner

Sunrise:
08H00:
09h00:

Sacred Site Sunrise Greeting with Dean Laprini
Breakfast
Closing Circle



BOOKINGS
contact us via email:

info@planetxancara.com

(Monday) 20.09.21 [13h00] - (Thursday) 23.09.21 [10h00] - 3 Nights
Limited to 10 Beings 
Limited Private Units (first to book)
50% deposit secures your space (private/sharing)
Remaining 50% to be settled 1 week prior to retreat (TBC)
No refunds on cancellations within 2 weeks of retreat (04.05.21)
Experiences and Retreat curated by MilQ + Honey

We hope to see at least 10 of you there :)

Includes x3 nights, all meals and accommodation.
Further T's + C's apply.

PRICING
ZAR 6'950.00 P.P


